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Let’s begin at the beginning...



Our game plan for today:

1. Course logistics & overview

2. What are we really trying to do?

3. Let’s talk about data...

4. Families of visualization

5. Data-Ink Ratios



Course Logistics:

Final Project:
Begin thinking now about data sets;
We will be having you work on them in groups 
later in the course.

Homework:
Generally low-key, will occur throughout course.

Website:
http://cslu.ohsu.edu/~bedricks/courses/conj_610

http://cslu.ohsu.edu/~bedricks/courses/conj_610
http://cslu.ohsu.edu/~bedricks/courses/conj_610


Disclaimers!

1. This is a huge topic!

2. These are opinions!

3. There are no absolute rules!

4. Use yer’ noggin!



What does it mean to visualize data?

There exist many definitions, but 
we will start with:

Creating a visual abstraction of 
data in order to make more easily 
understood.



Why do we need to do this?

No, seriously: why do we need to do this?

Why not just look at data directly?



http://hint.fm/wind/

Sometimes we have too much data for 
this to be practical:

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CDAQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fhint.fm%2Fwind%2F&ei=kAWgUviKLcS7igL0tYCoCw&usg=AFQjCNHDgDjzDYtZmvGe7TDwywZyTkdBOQ&sig2=fp1b6gZ8LoA2ZJKO3Qpu0w
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CDAQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fhint.fm%2Fwind%2F&ei=kAWgUviKLcS7igL0tYCoCw&usg=AFQjCNHDgDjzDYtZmvGe7TDwywZyTkdBOQ&sig2=fp1b6gZ8LoA2ZJKO3Qpu0w


What about when we don’t have so 
much data?
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Let’s try another definition/explanation:

Visualization lets us use our human 
perceptual capabilities to gain insights 
into abstract data sets.



Let’s try another definition/explanation:

Visualization lets us use our human 
perceptual capabilities to gain insights 
into abstract data sets.

A good visualization makes us see things 
in our data that we couldn’t otherwise see!



Galileo Galilei
1564–1642

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Justus_Sustermans_-_Portrait_of_Galileo_Galilei,_1636.jpg#mediaviewer/File:Justus_Sustermans_-_Portrait_of_Galileo_Galilei,_1636.jpg

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Justus_Sustermans_-_Portrait_of_Galileo_Galilei,_1636.jpg#
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Justus_Sustermans_-_Portrait_of_Galileo_Galilei,_1636.jpg#




Another way to think about it:

Scott McCloud, “Understanding Comics”, Chapter 2

Like comics, visualizations let us abstract away 
less-relevant details...



Another way to think about it:

Scott McCloud, “Understanding Comics”, Chapter 2

... and allow us to highlight particular ideas we 
wish to convey.



What Data Represents | 3

pastor who is marrying us is my wife’s uncle, who added a personal touch to the 
ceremony, and the guy in the back is a family friend who took it upon himself to 
record as much as possible, even though we hired a photographer. The flowers 
and archway came from a local florist about an hour away from the venue, and 
the wedding took place during early summer in Los Angeles, California.

That’s a lot of information from just one picture, and it works the same with 
data. (For some, me included, pictures are data, too.) A single data point can 
have a who, what, when, where, and why attached to it, so it’s easy for a digit to 
become more than a toss in a bucket. Extracting information from a data point 
isn’t as easy as looking at a photo, though. You can guess what’s going on in 
the photo, but when you make assumptions about data, such as how accurate 
it is or how it relates to its surroundings, you can end up with a skewed view 
of what your data actually represents. You need to look at everything around, 
find context, and see what your dataset looks like as a whole. When you see the 
full picture, it’s much easier to make better judgments about individual points.

Imagine that I didn’t tell you those things about my wedding photo. How 
could you find out more? What if you could see pictures that were taken 
before and after?

FIGURE 12 Grid of photos
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Taken from Nathan Yau’s “Data Points,” chapter 1

An example:



What Data Represents | 5

FIGURE 13 Colors in the wedding
Taken from Nathan Yau’s “Data Points,” chapter 1



Taken from Nathan Yau’s “Data Points,” chapter 1

What Data Represents | 7

FIGURE 14 Photos over time



Another way to think about it:

When we make a visualization from our 
data, we are telling a story.



Another way to think about it:

There is information buried in our data, 
and we are finding the best way to make 
it accessible.



Important corollary: 

This means that a successful visualization 
has to have something to say or a 
question to answer...

“When we make a visualization from our 
data, we are telling a story.”



Important corollary: 

“When we make a visualization from our 
data, we are telling a story.”

... which means its creator (you!) needs 
to know what that story or question is!



What are you trying to say about 
your data? 

Before you start, ask yourself:

What question are you trying to 
ask your data?



Once you know the answer to those 
questions, everything else follows naturally.



The first commandment of analysis:

Thou shalt know thy data.



There are many ways to think about 
different types of data...

I’m partial to Colin Ware’s taxonomy:

Entities...
... exist in Relationships with one 
another ...
... which can have Attributes ...
... which can be comprised of multiple 
Dimensions.



Another dimension to consider: what 
scale(s) is your data built around?

Stevens’ Taxonomy:

Nominal: apples and oranges

Ordinal: always, sometimes, never

Interval: 2011, 2012, 2013

Ratio: 35cm, 45cm, 65cm

Stevens, S. S. (1946). "On the Theory of Scales of Measurement"

Different visualization techniques work 
with different kinds of data!

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanley_Smith_Stevens
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanley_Smith_Stevens
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/rapidpdf/103/2684/677
http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/rapidpdf/103/2684/677






Different kinds of questions make use of 
different dimensions of data...



Another example:
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FIGURE 327 Bar charts on educational attainment

FIGURE 327 Bar charts on educational attainment

FIGURE 327 Bar charts on educational attainment

How do states compare to each other?

Taken from Nathan Yau’s “Data Points,” chapter 3



How have states changed over time?
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How have states changed over time?

Taken from Nathan Yau’s “Data Points,” chapter 3



How have states changed over time?
Putting It Together | 129

FIGURE 330 Position, symbols, and colors in scatterplots

Putting It Together | 129

FIGURE 330 Position, symbols, and colors in scatterplots

Taken from Nathan Yau’s “Data Points,” chapter 3



Each of the preceding visualizations 
answered different questions...

... and used different components of the 
underlying data.

Neither one, on its own, told the 
entire story!



Our game plan for today:

1. Course logistics & overview

2. What are we really trying to do?

3. Let’s talk about data...

4. Families of visualization

5. Data-Ink Ratios



There are 4.5 major families of 
information visualization:

1. Graphs

2. Charts

3. Maps

4. Diagrams

5. “Infographics”



Graphs typically display quantitative 
information, and include ≥2 scales/axes.

Descriptions based on slides by Marti Hearst

http://www.flickr.com/photos/75905404@N00/7126146307
http://www.flickr.com/photos/75905404@N00/7126146307


Charts display discrete relationships 
among discrete entities.

Descriptions based on slides by Marti Hearst

Flowcharts, family trees, (mis-named) network 
diagrams, etc.

http://xkcd.com/851/

http://xkcd.com/210/

http://users.humboldt.edu/rpaselk/C438.S10/C438Notes/C438nLec25_slide.htm

http://www.flickr.com/photos/75905404@N00/7126146307
http://www.flickr.com/photos/75905404@N00/7126146307
http://xkcd.com/210/
http://xkcd.com/210/
http://xkcd.com/851/
http://xkcd.com/851/


Maps display spatial information, possibly 
with labels and other information.

Tufte, VE 1997 p76

http://www.flickr.com/photos/75905404@N00/7126146307
http://www.flickr.com/photos/75905404@N00/7126146307


Maps display spatial information, possibly 
with labels and other information.

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/2008_General_Election_Results_by_County.PNG

A chloropleth map displays categorical data...

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/2008_General_Election_Results_by_County.PNG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/2008_General_Election_Results_by_County.PNG


Maps display spatial information, possibly 
with labels and other information.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contour_line#mediaviewer/File:Cntr-map-1.jpg

Contour maps show continuous data.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contour_line#mediaviewer/File:IGRF_2000_magnetic_declination.gif

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/2008_General_Election_Results_by_County.PNG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/2008_General_Election_Results_by_County.PNG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/2008_General_Election_Results_by_County.PNG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4b/2008_General_Election_Results_by_County.PNG


Diagrams are schematic pictures whose 
parts are symbolic (i.e., not photographic).

http://web.lemoyne.edu/~hevern/psy340_13F/lectures/psy340.04.3.research.meth.html

http://web.lemoyne.edu/~hevern/psy340_13F/lectures/psy340.04.3.research.meth.html
http://web.lemoyne.edu/~hevern/psy340_13F/lectures/psy340.04.3.research.meth.html


“Infographics” are a sort of hybrid of all of 
the above.

http://dailyinfographic.com/happy-thanksgiving-infographic/ooo
http://dailyinfographic.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/top-10-states-highest-computer-job-salaries.jpg

http://dailyinfographic.com/happy-thanksgiving-infographic/ooo
http://dailyinfographic.com/happy-thanksgiving-infographic/ooo
http://dailyinfographic.com/happy-thanksgiving-infographic/ooo
http://dailyinfographic.com/happy-thanksgiving-infographic/ooo


“Infographics” are a sort of hybrid of all of 
the above.



“Infographics” are a sort of hybrid of all of 
the above.



Our game plan for today:

1. Course logistics & overview

2. What are we really trying to do?

3. Let’s talk about data...

4. Families of visualization

5. Data-Ink Ratios



Let’s talk Tufte:



In VDQI, Tufte lays out five 
characteristics of “Graphical Excellence”:

1. “... the well-designed presentation of 
interesting data- a matter of substance, 
statistics, and design.”

2. Complex ideas communicated with clarity, 
precision, and efficiency.

3. That which gives the viewer the greatest 
number of ideas in the shortest time with the 
least ink in the smallest space.

4. Nearly always multivariate.

5. Requires telling the truth about the data.
E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, p. 51



In VDQI, Tufte lays out five 
characteristics of “Graphical Excellence”:

1. “... the well-designed presentation of 
interesting data- a matter of substance, 
statistics, and design.”

2. Complex ideas communicated with clarity, 
precision, and efficiency.

3. That which gives the viewer the greatest 
number of ideas in the shortest time with the 
least ink in the smallest space.

4. Nearly always multivariate.

5. Requires telling the truth about the data.
E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, p. 51



Maximizing the data-to-ink ratio:

d-i ratio = 
data ink
total ink

The d-i ratio captures the proportion of 
the image spent on non-redundant display 
of information.



The intuitive explanation:

Everything on the page has to go through 
the visual processing system...

... so we want as much of that processing 
time as possible being spent on thinking 
about the data- 

- not trying to sort out which part of the 
graph is the data and which is the frame.



Adding unnecessary content makes it harder to 
interpret our data.

E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



E. Tufte, The Visual Display of Quantitative Information



That’s it for today...

Your homework for next time:

Find two examples of a visualization: 
One “good”, one “bad”...

... within the context of your field!


